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The interest in therapeutic antibodies has grown quickly

due to their huge potential application in a large number of

diseases; however they are still difficult to design. That is

because they cannot be computationally designed with the

necessary accuracy to reach the required affinity to the anti-

gen and their equilibrium properties cannot be predicted pre-

cisely. Furthermore, it is not known with sufficient precision

the mechanisms of antibody maturation and selection, that

transform a naive antibody, generated by the random combi-

nation of copies of the V, (D), and J genes, into a specialized

tool for recognizing and binding a particular antigen, with-

out causing damages to the self.

In this work, we describe the evolution in the sequence

space as a Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process, that is, a

stochastic Markov process, where the sequences undergo a

drift towards an attractor of high affinity, while they also dif-

fuse randomly in sequence space. Introducing some approx-

imation and simplifying hypotheses, we are able to perform

a bayesian inference of the attractor and final variance. The

objective is to model the maturation process using this OU

process. In this approach, the clusters of observed sequences

are considered as multivariate gaussian snapshots of the evo-

lution. In this way, the ordinary OU process is replaced by a

system of temporally linked gaussian distributions, as shown

in Fig. 1, which are inferred from a sequence of sub-clusters

identified in a experimental data set [1]. The attractors of

this OU process are assumed to characterize the fully ma-

tured sequences cluster. It can be checked, using the MG

score if the sequences of the hypermutated cluster are fully

maturated or they were just maturated until their virus affin-

ity was high enough.

Fig. 1. Modified Ornstein-Uhlenbeck representation.
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